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We determine the exchange relations of the level-one q-vertex operators of the
quantum affine superalgebra Uq@gl(NudN)# . We study in detail the level-one irre-
ducible highest weight representations of Uq@gl(2ud2)], and compute the characters
and supercharacters associated with these irreducible modules. © 2000 American
Institute of Physics. @S0022-2488~00!01902-2#
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Free bosonic representations
Infinite-dimensional highest weight representations and the corresponding vertex operators1 of
quantum affine ~super!algebras are two ingredients of great importance in the algebraic analysis of
lattice integrable models.2,3 Under some assumptions on the physical space of states of the models,
this algebraic analysis method enables one to compute the correlation functions and form factors
of these models in the form of integrals.2–6
A powerful approach for studying the highest weight representations and vertex operators is
the bosonization technique7,8 which allows one to explicitly construct these objects in terms of the
q-deformed free bosonic fields.
Free bosonic realization of level-one representations and the associated vertex operators has
been constructed for most ~twisted or untwisted! quantum affine algebras.7–11 This bosonization
technique has recently extended to the type I quantum affine superalgebras Uq@sl(M udN)# ,
MÞN ,12 and Uq@gl(NudN)# .13 Level-one representations and vertex operators of these two cases
have been constructed in terms of q-deformed free bosonic fields. $See also Refs. 14 and 15 for the
special Uq@sl(2ud1)] and Uq@gl(2ud2)] cases, respectively.%
B. Highest weight irreducible representations
For most quantum affine bosonic algebras, the level-one free bosonic representations are
already irreducible. However, for Uq@sl(M udN)# , MÞN or M5N , such free bosonic representa-
tions, which were constructed in Refs. 12 and 13, are not irreducible in general. It is interesting
~and important for applications! to construct irreducible highest weight representations out of the
reducible ones. In Refs. 12, 5, and 16 the level-one irreducible highest weight representations of
Uq@sl(2ud1)] and Uq@gl(1ud1)] have been investigated in detail. The method adopted in these
papers is to look for suitable projection operators and then apply them to decompose the reducible
representations into a direct sum of irreducible ones. The characters and supercharacters associ-
ated with these irreducible representations can then be computed by the BRST resolution.
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C. The present work
In the first part of this work, we determine the exchange relations of level-one q-vertex
operators of Uq@gl(NudN)# by using the free bosonic realization given in Ref. 13. We also give a
Miki’s construction of the super Reshetikhin–Semenov–Tian–Shansky ~RS! algebra17 for
Uq@gl(NudN)# at level one. The second part of this work is devoted to a detailed study of level-one
irreducible highest weight representations of Uq@gl(2ud2)] and the corresponding vertex operators.
We compute the characters and supercharacters associated with all these irreducible representa-
tions.
The paper is organized as follow. In Sec. II we briefly review the bosonization of
Uq@gl(NudN)# given in Ref. 13. In Sec. III we obtain the free bosonic realization of the level-one
vertex operators of Uq@gl(NudN)# by extending the results in Ref. 13 for Uq@sl(NudN)# . In Sec. IV
we determine the exchange relations of these vertex operators. In Sec. V, we study in detail the
level-one irreducible highest weight representations of Uq@gl(2ud2)] and the associated with vertex
operators. The characters and supercharacters corresponding to these irreducible modules are
computed.
II. BOSONIZATION OF UqglNzdN AT LEVEL ONE
A. Drinfeld basis of UqglNzdN
Let $a i ,i50,1,...,2N21% denote a chosen set of simple roots of the affine superalgebra




a l5« l2« l11 , l51,2,...,2N21,
with d, $«k%k51
2N satisfying (d ,d)5(d ,«k)50, («k ,«k8)5(21)k11dkk8 . Extending the Cartan sub-





we obtain an enlarged Cartan matrix with elements ai j5(a i ,a j), i , j50,1,2,...,2N. Explicitly,
~ai j!5S 0 21 1 2221 0 1 21 0  22  1 0 21 22
1 21 0 2
22 2 22 fl fl 2 0
D . ~II.3!
Then the Cartan matrix (ai j), i , j51,2,...,2N , is invertible, which is essential in the construction of
q-vertex operators.
We denote by H the extended Cartan subalgebra and by H* the dual of H. Let
$h0 ,h1 ,. . . ,h2N ,d% be a basis of H, where h2N is the element in H corresponding to a2N and d is
the usual derivation operator. We identify the dual H* with H via the form ~,!. Let
$L0 ,L1 ,. . . ,L2N ,d% be the dual basis with L j being fundamental weights. Explicitly,13
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where i50,1,...,2N21. Obviously, H (H*) constitutes the ~dual! Cartan subalgebra of gl(NudN .
The quantum affine superalgebra Uq@gl^NudN) is a quantum ~or q-) deformation of the uni-
versal enveloping algebra of gl(NudN and is generated by the Chevalley generators $ei , f iqh j,dui
50,1,...,2N21,j50,1,...,2N%. The Z2-grading of the Chevalley generators is @ei#5@ f i#51, i
50,1,...,2N21, and zero otherwise. The defining relations are
hh85h8h , ;hPH,
qh jeiq2h j5qai je i , @d ,ei#5d i0ei ,
qh j f iqh j5q2ai j f i , @d , f i#52d i0 f i ,




@ei , ei8#5@ f i , f i8#50, for aii850,
@e0 , e1#q21,@e0 , e2N21#q50, ~II.5!
@el el21#q~21 !l,@el , el11#q~21 !l1150,
@e2N21 ,e2N22#q21@e2N21 ,e0#q50,
@ f 0 , f 1#q21,@ f 0 , f 2N21#q50,
@ f l , f l21#q~21 !l ,@ f l , f l11#q~21 !l1150,
@ f 2N21 , f 2N22#q21,@ f 2N21 , f 0#q50, l51,2,...,2N22.
Here and throughout, @a , b#x[ab2(21) @a#@b#xba and @a , b#[@a , b#1 .
Here Uq@gl(NudN) is a Z2-graded quasi-triangular Hopf algebra endowed with the following
coproduct D, counit e, and antipode S:
D~h !5h ^ 111 ^ h ,
D~ei!5ei ^ 11qhi ^ ei , D~ f i!5 f i ^ q2hi11 ^ f i ,
~II.6!
e~ei!5e~ f i!5e~h !50,
S~ei!52q2hiei , S~ f i!52 f iqhi, S~h !52h ,
where i50,1,...,2N21 and hPH. Notice that the antipode S is a Z2-graded algebra anti-
homomorphism. Namely, for any homogeneous elements a ,bPUq@gl(NudN), S(ab)
5(21) @a#@b#S(b)S(a), which extends to inhomogeneous elements through linearity. The multi-
plication rule on the tensor products is Z2-graded: (a ^ b)(a8^ b8)5(21) @b#@a8#(aa8^ bb8) for
any homogeneous elements a ,b ,a8,b8PUq@gl(NudN).
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,c ,dumPZ,nPZ2$0%,i51,2,...,2N21,j51,2,...,2N%. The Z2-grading of the
Drinfeld generators is given by @Xm
6 ,i#51 for all i51,...,2N21, mPZ and @Hn
j #5@H0
j #5@c#
5@d#50 for all j51,...,2N , nPZ2$0%. The relations satisfied by the Drinfeld generators
read20,17,13




















































@Xm6 ,l Xm86 ,l21#q~21 !l ,@Xn6 ,l , Xn86 ,l11#q~21 !l11
1@Xn6 ,l , Xm86 ,l21#q~21 !l ,@Xm6 ,l , Xn86 ,l11#q~21 !l1150, l52,...,2N22,






exp S 6(q2q21) (
n.0
H6n
j z7nD . ~II.8!














e05X02 ,2N21,@X02 ,2N22,. . . ,X02 ,3 ,@X02 ,2 ,X12 ,1#qq21. . .#qq21q2Sk512N21H0k , ~II.10!
f 05~21 !NqSk51
2N21H0
k@ . . .@X211 ,1 ,X01 ,2#q21,X01 ,3q , . . . ,X01 ,2N22#q21,X01 ,2N21q .
B. Free Bosonic realization of UqglNzdN at level one
In this subsection, we briefly review the bosonization of Uq@gl(NudN)# at level one.13




,Qa j,QclunPZ, j51,2,...,2N ,l51,2,...,N% which satisfy
the commutation relations
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, Qcl8#5d ll8 . ~II.12!
The remaining commutation relations are zero. Associated with these bosonic oscillators are the
q-deformed free bosonic fields

















i ln q . ~II.15!
Here,
An
i 5~21 ! i11~an
i 1an












Let us define the Drinfeld currents




c6 , j~z !5 (
nPZ
cn
6 , jz2n, j51,2,..,2N .
Then, we have the following.
Theorem 1:13 The Drinfeld generators of Uq@gl(NudN) at level one are realized by the free
boson fields as
c51,
c6 , j~z !5eH6
j
~z !
, j51,2,...,2N , ~II.18!
X6 ,i~z !5:e6H
i~z;71/2!Y 6 ,i~z !:F6 ,i, i51,2,...,2N21,
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Y 1 ,2k21~z !5ec
k~z !












Y 2 ,2k~z !52Y 1 ,2k21~z !52ec
k~z !
, k51,2,...,N .
III. BOSONIZATION OF LEVEL-ONE VERTEX OPERATORS
We consider the evaluation representation Vz of Uq@gl(NudN), where V is an 2N-dimensional
graded vector space with basis vectors $v1 ,v2 ,. . . ,v2N%. The Z2-grading of the basis vectors is
chosen to be @v j#5@(21) j11#/2. Let e j , j8 be the 2N32N matrices satisfying ei , jvk5d jkv i .
Denote by V*S the left dual module of V defined by
~av*!~v !5~21 !@a#@v*#v*~S~a !v !, ;aPUq@gl~NudN !, vPV ,v*PV*. ~III.1!
Namely, the representations on V*S are given by
pV*s~a !5pVS~a !st, ;aPUq@gl~NudN !, ~III.2!
where st denotes the supertransposition defined by (Ai , j)st5(21) @ j #(@ i#1@ j #)A j ,i . Let Vz*S be the
2N-dimensional evaluation module corresponding to V*S.
In the homogeneous gradation, the Drinfeld generators are represented13 on Vz by
Hm















12N1~ l21 !~12qm!~e2l21,2l211e2l ,2l!G ,
H0




~21 !k11ek ,k ,
Xm
1 ,i5~qxiz !mei ,i11, Xm



















12N1~ l21 !~12q2m!~e2l21,2l211e2l ,2l!G ,
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H0




~21 !kek ,k ,
Xm
1 ,i52~21 ! iq ~21 !
i
~q2xiz !mei11,i , Xm
2 ,i52q ~21 !
i11
~q2xiz !mei ,i11 ,
where i51,...,2N21, xi5S l51
i (21) l115@(21) i1111#/2.
Let V(l) be the highest weight Uq@gl(NudN)-module with the highest weight l. Consider the
following intertwiners of Uq@gl(NudN)-modules:3
Fl
mV~z !:V~l!→V~m! ^ Vz , ~III.3!
Fl
mV*~z !:V~l!→V~m! ^ Vz*S , ~III.4!
Cl
Vm~z !:V~l!→Vz ^ V~m!, ~III.5!
Cl
V*m~z !:V~l!→Vz*S ^ V~m!. ~III.6!
They are intertwiners in the sense that for any xPUq@gl(NudN),
J~z !x5D~x !J~z !, J~z !5FlmV~z !,FlmV*~z !,ClVm~z !,ClV*m~z !. ~III.7!
These intertwiners are even operators, that is, their gradings are @Fl
mV(z)#5@FlmV*(z)#
5@Cl
Vm(z)#5@ClV*m(z)#50. According to Ref. 3, FlmV(z)@FlmV*(z)# is called the type I ~dual!
vertex operator and Cl
Vm(z)@ClV*m(z)# the type II ~dual! vertex operator. The vertex operators can

















v j* ^ Cl , j
V*m~z !. ~III.9!




























, QA j* 5(l51
2N
a jl
21QAl, j51,2,...,2N , ~III.12!
and define the currents
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Consider the even operators
f~z !5(j51
2N
f j~z ! ^ v j , f*~z !5(j51
2N
f j*~z ! ^ v j* ,
c~z !5(j51
2N
v j ^ c j~z !, c*~z !5(j51
2N
v j* ^ c j*~z !.
They obey the same intertwining relations as Fl
mV(z), FlmV*(z), ClVm(z), and ClV*m(z), respec-
tively.
Intertwining operators which satisfy ~III.7! for any xPUq@sl(NudN) have been constructed by
one of the authors.13 We extend the result to Uq@gl(NudN) by requiring that the vertex operators
found in Ref. 13 also satisfy ~III.7! for the element x5Hm





N~qz !:e2A21pN f ,









c l11~z !5@c l~z !,el#q~21 !l11 ,
c2N* ~z !5:e
H*2N21~qz;21/2!2B2N~z;21/2!]z$e
2cN~qz !%:eA21pN f ,
~21 ! l11q ~21 !
l
c l*~z !5@c l11* ~z !,el#q
~21 !l
,
where the q-difference derivative ]z is defined by
]z f ~z !5
f ~zq !2 f ~zq21!
~q2q21!z
and N f5S l51
N a0
2l is the Fermi-number operator satisfying
~21 !N f J~z !5~21 !@J~z !#J~z !, for J~z !5X6 ,i~z !,f i~z !,f i*~z !,c i~z !,c i*~z !.
Since Fl
mV(z), FlmV*(z), ClVm(z), and ClV*m(z) obey the same intertwining relations as f(z),
f*(z), c(z), and c*(z) respectively, we have the following,
Proposition 1: The vertex operators Fl
mV(z), FlmV*(z), ClVm(z), and ClV*m(z), if they exist,
have the same bosonized expressions as the operators f(z), f*(z), c(z), and c*(z), respec-
tively.
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IV. EXCHANGE RELATIONS OF VERTEX OPERATORS
In this section, we derive the exchange relations of type I and II bosonized vertex operators of
Uq@gl(NudN). As expected, these vertex operators satisfy the graded Faddeev–Zamolodchikov
algebra.
A. The R-matrix
Let R(z)PEnd (V ^ V) be the R-matrix of Uq@gl(NudN), defined by




i j ~z !vk ^ v l , ;v i ,v j ,vk ,v lPV , ~IV.17!
where
R2l21,2l21














@ i#@ j #





~21 !@ i#@ j #, i, j ,
Rkl
i j ~z !50, otherwise.
The R-matrix satisfies the graded Yang–Baxter equation on V ^ V ^ V ,
R12~z !R13~zw !R23~w !5R23~w !R13~zw !R12~z !,
and, moreover, enjoys ~i! initial condition, R(1)5P with P being the graded permutation opera-






The various supertranspositions of the R-matrix are given by
Rst1~z !i jkl5Rk jil ~z !~21 !@ i#~@ i#1@k# !, ~Rst2~z !! i jkl5Rilk j~z !~21 !@ j #~@ l#1@ j # !,
Rst12~z !i jkl5Rkli j ~z !~21 !~@ i#1@ j # !~@ i#1@ j #1@k#1@ l# !5Rkli j ~z !.
B. The graded Faddeev–Zamolodchikov algebra
We calculate the exchange relations of type I and II bosonic vertex operators of Uq@gl(NudN)
given by ~III.16!. Define
R dz f ~z !5Res ~ f !5 f 21 , for a formal series function f ~z !5 (
nPZ
f nzn.
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Then, the Chevalley generators of Uq@gl(NudN) can be expressed by the integrals
ei5 R dz X1 ,i~z !, f i5 R dzX2 ,i~z !, i51,2,...,2N21.
One can also get the integral expressions of the bosonic vertex operators f(z), f*(z), c(z), and
f*(z) from ~III.16!. Using these integral expressions and the relations given in Appendices A and
B, we arrive at the following.
Proposition 2: The bosonic vertex operators defined in (III.16) satisfy the graded Faddeev–
Zamolodchikov algebra






klS z1z2Dfk~z1!f l~z2!~21 !@ i#@ j #, ~IV.2!






i j S z1z2Dc l*~z2!ck*~z1!~21 !@ i#@ j #, ~IV.3!
c i*~z1!f j~z2!5S qz2z1 D
221/N
f j~z2!c i*~z1!~21 !@ i#@ j #. ~IV.4!
In the derivation of this proposition the fact that Ri j
kl(z)(21) @k#@ l#5Ri jkl(z)(21) @ i#@ j # is helpful.







Proposition 3: The L-operators L6(z) defined above give a realization of the super RS algebra17












6(z)5L6(z) ^ 1, L26(z)51 ^ L6(z), and z65zq61/2.
Proof: Straightforward computation by using ~IV.2!–~IV.4!.
V. HIGHEST WEIGHT REPRESENTATION OF Uqgl2zd2 AND ASSOCIATED VERTEX
OPERATORS
In this section we study in detail the irreducible highest weight representations of Uq@gl(2ud2)]
and their associated vertex operators.
A. Highest weight Uqgl2dz2-modules
We begin by defining the Fock module. Denote by Fl1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ;l6, the bosonic Fock
spaces generated by a2m
i
,c2m
l (m.0) over the vector ul1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6 &:

























,. . .#ul1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6 & ,
where
ul1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6&5e( i51
4 l iQai1l5Qc11l6Qc2u0&.
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The vacuum vector u0& is defined by am
i u0&5cm
l u0&50 for i51,2,3,4, l51,2, and m>0. Obvi-
ously,
am
i ul1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6&50, for i51,2,3,4 and m.0,
cm
l ul1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6&50, for i51,2 and m.0.
To obtain the highest weight vectors of Uq@gl(2ud2)], we impose the conditions
eiul1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6&50, i50,1,2,3,
h jul1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6&5l jul1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6 &, j50,1,2,3,4. ~V.1!
Solving these equations, we obtain the following classification:
~1! (l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6)5(b ,2b ,b ,2b;0,0), where b is arbitrary. The weight of this vector
is (l0,l1,l2,l3,l4)5(1,0,0,0,4b). We have uL014bL4&5ub ,2b ,b ,2b;0,0&.
~2! (l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6)5(b11,2b21,b11,2b;0,0), where b is arbitrary. The weight of
this vector is (l0,l1,l2,l3,l4)5(0,0,0,1,4b13). We have uL31(4b13)L4&5ub11,2b
21,b11,2b;0,0&.
~3! (l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,l4 ;l5 ,l6)5(b11,2b211a ,b ,2b;2a ,0), where b is arbitrary. The weight
of this vector is (l0,l1,l2,l3,l4)5(0,a ,12a ,0,4b122a). We have uaL11(12a)L2
1(4b122a)L4&5ub11,2b211a ,b ,2b;2a ,0&.
According to this classification, we introduce the Fock spaces
F~0,1!;b5 % i , j ,kPZFb1i ,2b2i1 j ,b2 j1k ,2b2k;i2 j ,k , ~V.2!
F~1,0!;b5 % i , j ,kPZFb111i ,2b212i1 j ,b112 j1k ,2b2k;i2 j ,k , ~V.3!
F~a;b!5 % i , j ,kPZFb111i ,2b211a2i1 j ,b2 j1k ,2b2k;2a1i2 j ,k . ~V.4!
It can be shown that the bosonized action of Uq@gl(2ud2)] on F(*;b) is closed, i.e.,
Uq@gl~2ud2 !]F~*;b!5F~*;b! , for *5~0,1!,~1,0!,a .
Hence each Fock space in ~V.2!–~V.4! constitutes a Uq@gl(2ud2)]-module. However, these mod-
ules are not irreducible in general. To obtain the irreducible representations, we introduce two
pairs of ‘‘fermionic’’ currents








i~z !: , i51,2.
The mode expansion of h i(z) and j i(z) is well defined on F(0,1);b , F(1,0);b , and F(a;b) with

















































with *5(0,1),(1,0),aPZ. As usual, we name
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2 commute ~or anticommute! with the bosonized actions of Uq@gl(2ud2)],
K Ker uF(IL;b), C Ker uF(*;b)
, K Coker uF(*;b)
, and C Coker uF(*;b)
are all the Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules.
From now on, we study the characters and supercharacters of these Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules






























211 !J . ~V.8!
One can easily check that this d obeys the commutation relations
@d , h j#50, @d , hm
j #5mhm
j




as required. Moreover, we have @d , j0
l #5@d , h0
l #50 for l51,2.
The character and supercharacter of a Uq@gl(2ud2)]-module M are defined by









h4!5trM ~21 !Nlq2dx1h1x2h2x3h3x4h4, ~V.10!
respectively.
• ~I! Character of F(a;b) for a„Z. Since h01,h02 are not defined on this module, it is expected
that F(a;b) is an irreducible highest weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-module. Thus, we have the following.
Conjecture 1: We have the identification of the highest weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules: F(a;b)
>V(aL11(12a)L21(4b122a)L4) for a„Z and arbitrary b, where and throughout V(l)
denotes the irreducible highest weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-module with the highest weight l.
Proposition 4: The character and supercharacter of F(a;b) are





i , j ,kPZ
q ~1/2!~ i
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i , j ,kPZ
~21 !a211i2 j1kq ~1/2!~ i







• ~II! Characters and supercharacters of K KerF(*;b), C KerF(*;b), K CokerF(*;b), andC CokerF(*;b) for *5(0,1),(1,0),aPZ. In this case, h0
1 and h0
2 are well defined. We shall calcu-
late the characters and supercharacters of these modules by using the BRST resolution.5
Let us define the Fock spaces, for l1 ,l2PZ,
F~0,1!;b
~ l1 ,l2! 5 % i , j ,kPZ@Fb1i ,2b2i1 j ,b2 j1k ,2b2k;i2 j1l1 ,k1l2# ,
F~1,0!;b
~ l1 ,l2! 5 % i , j ,kPZ@Fb111i ,2b212i1 j ,b112 j1k ,2b2k;i2 j1l1 ,k1l2# ,
F
~a;b!
~ l1 ,l2!5 % i , j ,kPZ@Fb111i ,2b211a2i1 j ,b2 j1k ,2b2k;2a1i2 j1l1 ,k1l2# .
We have F(*,b)
(0,0) 5F(*;b) . It can be shown that h0
i and j0


























~ l1 ,l221 !
.




















































































where O is an operator such that F(*;b)
(l1 ,l2)→F(*;b)
(l1 ,l2)
, and moreover O commutes with the BRST
charges Ql(1) and Ql(2) . Then, we have the following:
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Proposition 5:






Proof: It follows from the fact that h0i j0i 1j0i h0i 51, (h0i )25(j0i )250, and h0i j0i (j0i h0i ) are the
projection operators from F(*;b)
(l1 ,l2) to KerQli
(i)~CokerQli
(i)) .




, and C CokerF(*,b)
for *5~0,1!,~1,0!, aPZ. We have the following:
Proposition 6: The characters and supercharacters of K KerF(0,1);b, CKerF(0,1);b,
K CokerF(0,1);b, and C CokerF(0,1);b are given by
ChK KerF~0,1!;b ~q ,x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4!5
1
)n51
‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ







ChC KerF~0,1!;b ~q ,x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4!5
1
)n51
‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ







ChK CokerF~0,1!;b ~q ,x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4!5
1
)n51
‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ







ChC CokerF~0,1!;b ~q ,x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4!5
1
)n51
‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ
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and














i , j ,kPZ





~4b12i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b12i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b12i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b12i22 j12k !# .
Proposition 7: The characters and supercharacters of K KerF(a;b), C KerF(a;b), K CokerF(a;b), and
C CokerF(a;b) for aPz are given by




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ
q ~1/2!i21 j21k222k j1~122l1!i1~112l1!i2~122l1! j1~322l2!k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‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ










‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ











‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ












‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b1312i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b1312i22 j12k !# ,
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‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b1312i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b1312i22 j12k !# .
Proposition 8: The characters and supercharacters of K KerF(a;b), C KerF(a;b), K CokerF(a;b), and
C CokerF(a;b) for aPZ are given by




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b122a12i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b122a12i22 j12k !# .




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b122a12i22 j12k !# ,
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‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b122a12i22 j12k !# ,
and




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b122a12i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b122a12i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ
@~21 !12a1i2 j1kq ~1/2!~ i





~4b122a12i22 j12k !# ,




‘ ~12qn!6 (l1 ,l251
‘






i , j ,kPZ





~4b122a12i22 j12k !# .
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h4 commute with the BRST charges Ql(i) and @Ql(1) ,Ql8
(2)
#50, the trace over
Ker and Coker can be written as the sum of trace over F(*;b)
(l1 ,l2)
. The latter can be computed by the
technique introduced in Ref. 21.
Note that F(*;b)







Now, we study the Uq@gl(2ud2)]-module structures of F(*;b) for *5(0,1),(1,0),aPZ. Set
lb
~0 !5L014bL4 , lb
3 5L31~4b13 !L4 ,
la ,b5aL11~12a!L21~4b122a!L4 for aPZ,
for arbitrary b and
ulb
~0 !&5ub ,2b ,b ,2b;0,0&PF~0,1!;b ,
ulb
3 &5ub11,2b21,b11,2b;0;0&PF~1,0!;b ,
ula ,b&5ub11,2b211a ,b ,2b;2a ,0&PF~a;b! , aPZ.
The above vectors play the role of the highest weight vectors of Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules in the Fack






l ula ,b&50, for a50,21,22,..., ~V.16!
h0
2ula ,b&50, h0
1ula ,b&Þ0, for a51,2,... . ~V.17!
It follows that the modules K KerF(0,1);b K KerF(1,0);b are highest weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules




, respectively, while K KerF(a;b) (a50,21,22,...) and C KerF(a;b)
(a51,2,...) are highest weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules with highest weights la ,b . We denote them
by V¯ (lb0 ), V¯ (lb3 ), and V¯ (la ,b), respectively:
V¯ ~lb
0 !>K KerF~0,1!;b, V
¯ ~lb
3 !>K KerF~1,0!;b,
V¯ ~la ,b!>K KerF~a;b!, for a50,21,22,...,
>C KerF~ab!, for a51,2,3,... .
It is expected that the modules V¯ (lb0 ), V¯ (lb0 ), and V¯ (la ,b) are also irreducible with respect to the
action of Uq@gl(2ud2)]. Namely, we have the following.
Conjecture 2: V¯ (lb0 ), V¯ (lb3 ), and V¯ (la ,b) are the irreducible highest weight
Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules with the highest weight lb0 , lb3 , and la ,b , respectively, i.e.,
V¯ ~la ,b!5V~la ,b!, aPZ, ~V.18!
V¯ ~lb
~0 !!5V~lb
0 !, V¯ ~lb
3 !5V~lb
3 !. ~V.19!
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B. Vertex operators of Ugl2zd2
In this subsection we study the action of the type I and II vertex operators of Uq@gl(2ud2)] on
the highest weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules.
Using the bosonic representations of the vertex operators ~III.16!, we have the homomor-
phisms of Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules:
f~z !:F~a;b!→F~a21;b! ^ Vz ,
~V.20!
c~z !:F~a;b!→Vz ^ F~a21;b!,
f*~z !:Fa;b→F~a11;b! ^ Vz*S ,
~V.21!
c*~z !:F~a;b!→Vz*S ^ F~a11;b! .
Then we consider the vertex operators which intertwine the highest weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules
by using the above results. For a„Z, we have the following by Conjecture 1:
Conjecture 3: The following vertex operators associated with the level-one irreducible highest
weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules exist:
F~z !la ,b
la21,bV~z !:V~la ,b!→V~la21,b! ^ Vz ,
C~z !la ,b
Vla21,b:V~la ,b!→Vz ^ ~la21,b!,
~V.22!
F~z !la ,b
la11,bV*~z !:V~la ,b!→V~la11,b! ^ Vz*S ,
C~z !la ,b
V*la11,b:V~la ,b!→Vz*S ^ V~la11,b!,
for a„Z.




. Noting this property, the homomorphisms ~V.20!, and ~V.21!, and Conjecture 2,
we have the following.
Conjecture 4: For aPZ, the following vertex operators associated with the level-one irre-
ducible highest weight Uq@gl(2ud2)]-modules exist:
F~z !la ,b
la21,bV~z !:V~la ,b!→V~la21,b! ^ Vz , aÞ1,
C~z !la ,b
Vla21,b:V~la ,b!→Vz ^ V~la21,b!, aÞ1, ~V.23!
F~z !la ,b
la11,bV*~z !:V~la ,b!→V~la11,b! ^ Vz*S , aÞ0,
C~z !la ,b
V*la11,b:V~la ,b!→Vz*S ^ V~la11,b!, aÞ0.
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APPENDIX A: NORMAL-ORDERED RELATIONS OF FUNDAMENTAL BOSONIC FIELDS






































l8~z !:5~z2w !d ll8:ec8~z !1cl8~z !: ,
where i, j51,2,...,2N21, and l, l851,2,...,N .
APPENDIX B: COMMUTATION RELATIONS OF VERTEX OPERATORS
By using Theorem 1, the integral expressions of the bosonized vertex operators ~III.16!, and
the technique in Ref. 22, one can check the following relations.
~i! For the type I vertex operators,
@fk~z !, f l#50 if kÞl ,l11, @f1~z !, f l#q~21 !l50,
@f l11~z !, f l#q~21 !l5~21 ! lf l~z !,
@fk~z !, el#50 if kÞl , @f l~z !, el#52qhlf l11~z !,
qhlf l~z !q2hl5q ~21 !
l
f l~z !,
qhlfk~z !q2hl5fk~z ! if kÞl ,l11, qhlf l11~z !q2hl5q ~21 !
l
f l11~z !,
@fk*~z !, f l#50 if kÞl ,l11, @f l11* ~z !, f l#q~21 !l1150,
@fk*~z !, el#50 if kÞl11, @f l11* ~z !, el#5~21 ! lqhl1~21 !
l
f l*~z !,
@f l*~z !, f l#q~21 !l115q ~21 !
l11






2hl5fk*~z ! if kÞl ,l11, qhlf l11* ~z !q2hl5q ~21 !
l11
f l11* ~z !.
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~ii! For the type II vertex operators,
@ck~z !, el#50 if kÞl ,l11, @c l11~z !, el#q~21 !l1150,
@c l~z !, el#q~21 !l115c l11~z !,
@ck~z !, f l#50 if kÞl11, @c l11~z !, f l#5~21 ! l11q2hlc l~z !,
qhlc l~z !q2hl5q ~21 !
l
c l~z !, qhlc l11~z !q2hl5q ~21 !
l
c l11~z !,
qhlck~z !q2hl5ck~z ! if kÞl ,l11,
@ck*~z !, el#50 if kÞl ,l11, @c l*~z !, el#q~21 !l50,
@ck*~z !, f l#50 if kÞl , @c l*~z !, f l#52q2hl2~21 !
l
c l11* ~z !,
@c l11* ~z !, el#q~21 !l5~21 ! l11q ~21 !
l






2hl5ck*~z ! if kÞl ,l11, qhlc l11* ~z !q2hl5q ~21 !
l11
c l11* ~z !.
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